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Introduction
ExpressionEngine is a very powerful dynamic modular content management system developed by EllisLab. Out 
of the box the performance of ExpressionEngine can be very effective at delivering dynamic content to users 
although, as with most dynamic web applications, performance can become degraded as the site grows in 
both traffic and size without further tuning.  This whitepaper will detail some methods on how to scale Expres-
sionEngine.

This whitepaper is oriented towards developers or system administrators with experience using Expres-
sionEngine and those who are looking to further increase the capacity and performance of their Expres-
sionEngine site. Throughout years of experience of working with ExpressionEngine at Nexcess, we have outlined 
the differences between certain best-practice configurations along with recommendations for running extreme-
ly high traffic ExpressionEngine sites effectively.

Because ExpressionEngine is a modular content management system and no two sites are alike simulating 
real-world conditions while benchmarking can be difficult. Considering that the caching options available to 
ExpressionEngine are flexible and personal preference often plays a role trade-offs will always need to be made 
with respect to how dynamic the site’s content should be versus the site’s overall performance. The configu-
ration settings and benchmarks contained in this whitepaper are simply meant to be a baseline for optimally 
tuning ExpressionEngine. Lower traffic sites will perform adequately with minimum caching but as sites grow 
in popularity and traffic increases it may be necessary to implement more elaborate caching strategies to keep 
page load times low and the number of concurrent visitors as high as required.

All system-level configuration files are provided via our github account and show the exact system settings and 
application configuration parameters used. All benchmark application test configurations are also provided to 
show exactly how each test was run and how, if necessary, each can be reproduced.

We welcome your input and feedback. Any questions or comments may be directed to eecms-whitepaper@ 
nexcess.net.

ExpressionEngine Native Caching
One of the benefits of ExpressionEngine is that it can render pages extremely fast out of the box. Without any 
caching enabled every item on every page is rendered dynamically on each page load and this works adequate-
ly for low traffic sites and/or pages with a very small footprint. However, when traffic begins to rise what will 
follow is much longer page load times and much higher overall server load. A single dynamic page with a lot 
of content can have well over 100 MySQL queries executed alone per page view. To help combat this Expres-
sionEngine has several different internal caching mechanisms that can be utilized.

Tag Caching

Tag caching within ExpressionEngine allows you to cache specific tags within a template that may not need to 
be queried on every page load. Use tag caching on pages where some content must remain dynamic but other 
less dynamic data can be cached via tag caching. Tag caching can significantly help performance both in page 
load time and overall system/server load. Some examples of effective tag caching are listed within this whitepa-
per. When using tag caching cached data will be written to the cache/tag_cache directory on disk.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
http://nexc.es/102xTgs
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Template Caching

ExpressionEngine Template caching allows you to cache entire templates (pages). Use template caching on 
pages where you can afford to have all content within the template cached. Template caching can also signifi-
cantly increase performance beyond that of tag caching given that more data is coming from the cache and less 
work must be done by the system for each template served. The downside of template caching is that it is less 
granular, that is, elements within the page will not be dynamically queried on each page load and may become 
stale. Note that template caching has a higher precedence than tag caching meaning that cached tags within a 
template are ignored.  Given that the entire template itself is being served from a cached resource this should 
not be a problem. When using template caching data will be written to the cache/page_cache directory on disk.

Dynamic Channel Query Caching

Dynamic channel query caching allows ExpressionEngine to cache query results to disk within the {exp:chan-
nel:entries} tag that would otherwise be run dynamically. Typically we do not recommend the use of query 
caching as we have not found it not to offer any performance benefit in most circumstances. Normally the query 
cache built into MySQL performs the same function (if enabled) and is memory based which can outperform 
the ExpressionEngine query cache. ExpressionEngine’s dynamic query caching also cannot be used if any of the 
future entry, expiring entry, or random entry features are enabled on your site.

Query Disabling

While not a method of caching in itself, ExpressionEngine Query Disabling is a good technique that can be used 
to improve performance. By using the ‘disable’ parameter within a tag, you can remove portions of the tag that 
you do not need that would otherwise be used to construct a query, thus decreasing the complexity of the 
query. There are five items that can be disabled: categories,category_fields, custom_fields, member_data, and 
pagination.

Clearing the Cache

There are several circumstances where the cache will be cleared within ExpressionEngine, either forcefully or by 
user control. The cache will be cleared when:

1. You manually clear it via the admin ‘Clear Cached Data’ option.
2. The cache directory files are manually deleted via command line.
3. The maximum number of cachable URIs limit is reached, forcing a flush.
4. When comments are posted. Note that the entire cache is not flushed on this operation, only the specif-

ic cached file based on its URI.

When working with ExpressionEngine some care must be maintained within the admin section as many oper-
ations can inadvertently clear the cache. Doing these certain operations during peak traffic can cause serious 
performance problems for a busy ExpressionEngine site. Full lists of these operations are available within the 
EllisLab documentation, but note that most operations that create, modify, or delete a template, group, catego-
ry, or entry will forcefully clear the cache.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
http://nexc.es/102xTgs
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Debugging Tools

To assist with locating and addressing problematic slow pages on your site, EllisLab has included two very useful 
debugging tools within ExpressionEngine namely the Output Profiler and Template Debugger. Both of these 
debuggers can be enabled under the ‘Output and Debugging’ options within the admin section.

The Output Profiler will provide blocks of debugging information below your normally displayed pages after 
they are rendered. These pages will only be available for viewing by the admin account when the admin is 
logged into the ExpressionEngine backend. This guarantees no privileged information will be leaked to normal 
visitors on the site while the Output Profiler is enabled. Once enabled you will be able to see page load time 
benchmarks, GET/POST data, session data, and most importantly all database queries executed including the 
time taken for each one to complete. This is a great tool for locating slow and problematic queries.

Similar to the Output Profiler the Template Debugger will add additional template parse order information to 
the bottom of each rendered page for the admin user. The Template Debugger will also show the order in which 
templates are being processed and provide further information including time to process and memory usage.

There are other means to discover slow queries in addition to the Output Profiler. The MySQL slow query log will 
provide further insight into longer duration queries. In addition, using tools like PHPmyAdmin, mytop or other 
MySQL process interrogation tools lets you peer into the live MySQL query-flow for further debugging. Correlat-
ing problem queries with those shown in the Output Profiler and Template Debugger allows for easy targeting.

Utilize Tag Caching Effectively

If you notice certain pages within your ExpressionEngine site are loading slowly or if your site is not performing 
as fast as you would like when there is significant traffic on it then tag caching may be the solution.

Simply use the Output Profiler or other tools to look for MySQL queries that are taking a long time to execute 
(more than ½ of a second, or less on occasion, is too long). Usually these queries will contain non-cachable oper-
ators and functions such as RAND(), UNIX_TIMESTAMP(), and NOW(). Because these queries generate completely 
unique values on every query, they result in queries that are always different are ultimately not cachable by the 
MySQL query cache. If these queries exist on a page or even a specific tag that is loaded on every page load, 
performance will be significantly lower due to every query having to be processed by MySQL instead of pulled 
from a cache.

There are (at least) two ways to get around this issue. The first is to modify the query so that its uniqueness is 
mitigated to some degree.  Often a small change and yield big results.  If we take the UNIX_TIMESTAMP() func-
tion for example we can illustrate a possible solution.  UNIX_TIMESTAMP()’s resolution is to the second and you 
may not always need the type of resolution that these functions provide.  Massaging the output UNIX_TIME-
STAMP() to have resolution to the minute, or 5 minutes can yield very cachable queries that don’t take away from 
the user experience whatsoever.  The second possible solution is to cache the tag responsible for the query, that 
is, let the query remain unaltered but cache its result so that future uses of the tag will have the value cached. 
When using this method the initial query will still be slow to load but its results will now be cached greatly in-
creasing performance of any further use of the tag within the page.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
http://nexc.es/102xTgs
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Tag Caching Examples

Here are a few examples of common queries that can cause severe slowdowns under high traffic within Expres-
sionEngine without proper tag caching. It should be noted that these queries are being run on a test database 
of 100,000 entries in the exp_channel_titles table. This is atypical of the average ExpressionEngine user but very 
normal for a busy news outlet. Both of these queries appear directly within the Output Profiler. The first is a que-
ry that appears from the ‘Archive Month Links’ tag:

SELECT DISTINCT YEAR(FROM_UNIXTIME(entry_date + 0)) AS year, 
                MONTH(FROM_UNIXTIME(entry_date + 0)) AS month 
FROM exp_channel_titles 
WHERE entry_id != ” AND 
      site_id IN (‘1’) AND 
      exp_channel_titles.entry_date < 1369323496 AND 
      (exp_channel_titles.expiration_date OR 
       exp_channel_titles.expiration_date > 1369323496) AND 
      channel_id = ‘1’ AND 
      status = ‘open’ 
ORDER BY entry_date desc LIMIT 50 ;

Running this query manually results in an execution time of .41 seconds which is an eternity in MySQL time. 
While the initial run of this query may not be instantaneous, subsequent queries should be if we were able to 
cache this query’s results. The unique timestamps (with resolution to the second) within it are causing the issues. 
Since every instance of the query is unique the MySQL query cache cannot cache it and under heavy traffic a 
simple single query like the one above can cause database server load to skyrocket and page responsiveness to 
plummet. One solution is to use tag caching for the tag that this query is originating from. Even caching it with a 
lifetime of only minutes will save thousands of queries and seconds of time per page load on a busy site.

Here is another example query from the ‘Channel Entries’ tag:

SELECT t.entry_id 
FROM exp_channel_titles AS t 
LEFT JOIN exp_channels ON t.channel_id = exp_channels.channel_id 
LEFT JOIN exp_members AS m ON m.member_id = t.author_id 
WHERE t.entry_id !=” AND 
      t.site_id IN (‘1’) AND 
      t.entry_date < 369332586 AND 
      (t.expiration_date OR 
       t.expiration_date > 1369332586) AND 
      t.channel_id = ‘1’ AND 
      t.entry_date >= 1367380800 AND 
      t.entry_date <= 1370059199 AND 
      t.status = ‘open’ 
ORDER BY t.sticky desc, t.entry_date desc, t.entry_id desc LIMIT 0, 100 ;

This query returns a list of entry ids and can also really slow things down. This query takes .49 seconds to exe-
cute on an idle database server and much longer under load. As a workaround the result of this tag can also be 
cached via tag caching so that it doesn’t have to regenerate data on each page load.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
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Remember that caching tags will remove the dynamic nature of the tag from the site. This means that the results 
from these tags will not update in real-time and won’t update at all until the cache is flushed either manually 
or automatically based on the cache entry lifetime/timeout set within the configuration. Timeouts can be very 
short and still be effective. On a very busy site with hundreds of page views per second (or more) caching the 
tag containing this query for only a minute can save hundreds of database queries per second.

Utilize Template Caching Where it Makes Sense

Template caching can also be used to effectively cache pages within ExpressionEngine. Template caching can 
be enabled on a per-template basis so enable it where it makes the most sense. Also note that, like tag caching, 
the template cache does not need a huge lifetime on a busy site to be effective. A lifetime of one to ten minutes 
will keep dynamic content near real-time and at the same time substantially lower the amount of queries hitting 
your database server. Shorter lifetimes can be used on busier templates while less frequently visited templates 
can have longer lifetimes set so that a cached version will almost always be readily available.

ExpressionEngine is also smart in the way comments are handled in a cached template. In the case of a template 
cached with a comments section ExpressionEngine will detect when a comment has been entered and auto-
matically flush only the specific cache entry based on that page’s URI. This allows users to see their comments in 
real-time and prevents double posts.

Maximum Number of Cachable URIs

Note that if you opted to use ExpressionEngine’s internal file based caching and you have a large number of 
cachable pages on your site it’s recommended that you increase the Maximum Number of Cachable URI configu-
ration variable to account for this. The default setting is 150 cache entries (files). When the file count reaches 150 
the cache will be flushed. This will force all pages to once again be cached and the result will be a slowing down 
of your site while the cache file rebuild. This is important; not paying attention to this variable will negate the 
benefits of caching completely as your cache will be in a constant state of being flushed and rebuilt. A simple 
method to tune this variable is to watch and see how many files are being created within your cache directory 
over some reasonable period of time (a few hours or more) and increase the variable if necessary. Note that there 
is a hardcoded maximum set to 1000 files within ExpressionEngine. If you have an extremely large site with more 
than 1000 cachable templates other caching options should be used as explained later in this paper.

Benchmarking ExpressionEngine
To demonstrate some of the performance gains that can be obtained within ExpressionEngine via caching we’ve 
put together the following benchmark data. All testing here was performed with a base ExpressionEngine install 
along with the ‘Agile Records’ demo theme that came with ExpressionEngine. The purpose of the benchmarks 
provided is to show what ExpressionEngine is capable of with caching the maximum amount of data possi-
ble. Comparisons between different caching methods will also be discussed and while the caching techniques 
demonstrated in the benchmarks here offer very fast performance they may not be the best suitable solution for 
all ExpressionEngine based sites.  Ultimately it becomes a trade-off between performance, maintainability and 
overall site usability.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
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Testing Environment

A standalone Nexcess EEP-400 Server was used for testing along with a remote server performing the bench-
marks using Siege as a benchmarking tool. ExpressionEngine 2.7.0 was used along with the default ‘Agile Re-
cords’ demo theme. Benchmarking was run on the news channel which had an additional 100,000 rows of news 
stories imported to the database to simulate a moderately sized site (thanks to EllisLab for providing the test 
data sets!). The hardware specifications of this server are as follows:

Dell PowerEdge R410 Server
2x Intel Xeon Quad Core CPUs E5620 @ 2.40GHz
16GB RAM
4x 147GB 15K SAS RAID-10

The following software packages, with versions noted, were used:

ExpressionEngine  2.7.0
CentOS   6.4 x86_64
PHP    5.3.24
PHP-FPM   5.3.24-1
Apache   2.2.24-102
Percona Server  5.5.31
Redis    2.4.10
Varnish    3.0.3-5
APC    3.1.9-5
CE Cache   1.9.5
Siege   3.0.0-2

A URL list of 900 site URLs was generated from the ExpressionEngine database. This URL list was fed into Siege 
randomly to roughly simulate real world visitors.

Some standard configurations are used throughout our benchmarking which are best practices for Expres-
sionEngine:

1. Apache executes the PHP interpreter via PHP-FPM
2. Percona Server is used for the ExpressionEngine database along with the XtraDB (InnoDB) storage en-

gine for all non-fulltext tables.
3. The APC PHP op-code cache is enabled.

An initial baseline test was run on our test server to see how ExpressionEngine performed without caching 
enabled. After ten 30-second Siege test runs using the 900 URL file list with a concurrency of 50 users Expres-
sionEngine was averaging around 7 transactions per second. This may seem very low, and it is, but it is under-
standable given that no caching or other optimizations had been configured. ExpressionEngine saw each page 
request as a brand new unique URL with over 75 MySQL bound queries being executed within the template. In 
this configuration MySQL was the major bottleneck and with the high concurrency of the test these queries were 
taking over 5 seconds for MySQL to execute.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
http://nexc.es/102xTgs
http://www.joedog.org/siege-home/
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Benchmarking ExpressionEngine with Template Caching

To demonstrate what ExpressionEngine is capable of using only built-in file based template caching we per-
formed a series of tests. Template caching was used with a lifetime of 30 to cache full-page templates.  Using 
template caching is almost as good as serving plain old HTML files from the disk but with the power of Expres-
sionEngine built-in. Note that it is up to the site maintainer to determine if template caching is an acceptable 
solution for a given page. If certain dynamic features must remain dynamic selective tag caching may be a more 
suitable solution.

The best performance possible will occur when all page loads are cached locally to disk resulting in a 100% 
cache hit rate (i.e. the cache is fully warmed). This warming period depends entirely on how many pages there 
are, how many pages are cacheable, what the page lifetime expiration is and how many requests per second 
ExpressionEngine is actually seeing to build the cache. To demonstrate the performance difference of Expression 
with a fully warmed template cache the ExpressionEngine cache was manually flushed before testing. Siege 
was run with an initial concurrency of 50 users as in the previous test. Each test period was run for 30 seconds, 
data was then collected and further 30-second runs were performed until the test rig reached 10 minutes (600 
seconds).

Cache Files On Disk (percent) Average Response Time (seconds) Transactions per Second
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ExpressionEngine Template Cache Performance

 Figure 1 - Template Cache Performance

The first 30 seconds of testing result in a very low rate of transactions (see Figure 1). As each subsequent 30-sec-
ond period runs the cache begins to slowly warm and more pages can be served from the cache. Performance 
slowly improves until there are 85% of the templates cached (see Figure 1) at which point performance jumps 
notably. Once all 900 templates are in the cache 50 concurrent requests result in ExpressionEngine serving 80 
requests per second consistenly with an average response time of .12 seconds per page load.

To demonstrate what this same configuration can provide with different levels of concurrency a similar test was 
run with a fully warmed cache and a range of concurrency from 50 to 300 users.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
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Figure 2 - Higher Concurrency Benchmarks (Fully Warmed Cache)
 
As can be seen in Figure 2 as overall concurrency increased the number of transactions per second also in-
creased up until a certain point of about 200 concurrent users. This test resulted in a peak transaction rate of 265 
transactions per second. This is ~3600% increase in performance versus the cacheless baseline numbers and 
yielded over 15,000 transactions per minute. As the concurrency increased beyond this point average transac-
tions per second decreased since physical server resources were exhausted.

ExpressionEngine Template Caching with the Nexcess Memcache Patch

In our contrived example using 900 stories we never actually hit the cache limit. Doing so would have caused 
a cache flush and a notable dip in performance.  In production environments hitting the cache limit, especially 
when it’s a hard-coded 1000 entries, is a real concern.  Hitting the cache limit when using file-based caching is a 
slow procedure as is rebuilding the cache thereafter.  On very high traffic sites the latency of the disk operations 
(read/write/lock, etc) can be insurmountable.

A logical solution to the file-based storage issues within ExpressionEngine’s caching functionality is to switch the 
caching subsystem to a memory based container utilizing a key-value store such as Memcached or Redis. Using 
memory as the medium to store cache data is much faster than using the file system which is the only option 
of ExpressionEngine’s built-in caches. This is a must for clustered environments that can’t easily share file-based 
cached resources (more on this later).

To provide a solution to our current clients who have high-traffic sites that need the benefits of tag and template 
caching while eliminating the file system locking we developed a patch for ExpressionEngine that replaces the 
internal file caching with a Memcache based back-end. This patch modifies core ExpressionEngine code and as 
such it may not be suitable (or supported) for all users. To demonstrate its performance we ran the same bench-
mark that we used for template caching on our ExpressionEngine test install with the same 900 news story URLs. 
The only difference for this test was the application of our Memcache patch. We configured a single Memcache 
instance listening on a local Unix domain socket. Figure 3 shows the results of the Memcache back-end versus 

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
http://nexc.es/102xTgs
http://memcached.org/
http://redis.io/
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the default file system back-end.
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Figure 3 - ExpressionEngine Using Memcache Template Cache

The Memcache patch provides slightly higher performance over the file based caching once the caches are fully 
warmed with an average of 87 transactions per second versus only 80 for the file based caching.  This is actually 
a testament to how effective the default file-based caching can be versus a much faster back-end. Where the 
Memcache back-end really shines is during bouts of high concurrency as seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 - High Concurrency Memcache Template Caching

The above results show the improvement that can be made when using a memory-based cache over a file-
based cache. Removing the file system overhead results in a significant performance increase starting at 125 
concurrent visitors. The results continued to grow and exceed the file system caching by a large margin and 

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
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ultimately plateauing at 380 transactions per second with a concurrency of 325 visitors. What’s notable here is 
that there is no drop-off in the sustained transaction rate even at 350 concurrent users.  Adding more concurrent 
users is definitely possible (to a point) without degradation in performance.

CE Cache

CE Cache is a 3rd party extension created for ExpressionEngine by Causing Effect that enables dynamic page 
caching similar to the way that the built in ExpressionEngine Tag and Template caching functions. Utilizing CE 
Cache you have much more granular control over what should and shouldn’t be cached. Another benefit of CE 
Cache is that it allows the use of many different fast memory based cache back-ends including Memcache and 
Redis. CE Cache also contains a static cache module, which behaves as a true static full-page cache.

When using CE Cache all of the existing ExpressionEngine template and tag caches can still be used although 
there is usually no benefit in doing so as the memory based backend of CE Cache will be faster than the disk 
cache. Using both will also make debugging and cache-flushing more difficult.

CE Cache supports the following backend options for storage: 

1. File:  Store all cached data on disk (the default). We recommend this for use in failover only.
2. Database:  Store all cached data in the database. We do not recommend this setting, as the database is 

known to be slower than the other available memory-based storage options.  Additionally the database 
is busy enough with ExpressionEngine queries and adding more will normally not help the situation.

3. APC:  Store all data in the APC (Alternative PHP Cache) cache.  APC is fast and memory based but we 
do not recommend using it for application data storage as APC is tied tightly to the PHP process group 
itself insofar as a PHP restart would cause APC to flush its cache forcefully.

4. Memcache[d]:  Store all data in the Memcache memory cache.  CE Cache supports two Memcache op-
tions depending on the library being used. The memcache option uses an older library. We recommend 
using the newer memcached option. Memcached is a fast, distributed memory based key-value store. 
Memcached does not support tags so flushing data will flush everything in the cache.

5. Redis:  Store all data in the Redis memory cache.  Redis is also a memory based key-value store that is 
very high performance. It is the recommended storage method as it supports tags, which allow granular 
flushing of cached data.

CE Cache has the capability to have a failover resource in the event that the primary caching backend were to 
fail. We typically recommend having failover set to disk instead of using another memory based caching solution 
due to the simplicity and reliability of the file system. This provides adequate performance until issues with the 
memory based system can be resolved.

CE Cache also has an additional useful feature called the Static Driver. The static driver is a way of statically cach-
ing full ExpressionEngine pages as pure html. This will bypass ExpressionEngine completely and results in an 
extremely fast page request.

While using the static driver may not be suitable for all situations it can be very useful for pages that have little 
to no dynamic content or pages that need to update their content much less frequently. Another great use is for 
situations where you are receiving an enormous amount of traffic from an external link. Having the static driver 
setup and configured, but actively disabled, can save your site from being overwhelmed by simply turning it on 

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
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during the traffic event.

So how fast is the static driver? We have benchmarked it using the same test as we did for the ExpressionEngine 
template cache and the results can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - CE Cache Static Driver Performance

On the same single server we were able to reach a peak of 100 transactions per second with 50 concurrent users. 
The time it took to fully build the cache was nearly the same as using the ExpressionEngine template cache at 
around six and a half minutes. As with ExpressionEngine template caching the CE Cache static driver is capable 
of a lot further throughput with higher concurrencies. To demonstrate this we have also ran the same various 
concurrencies benchmark against the same configuration and compared it to the tests ran with template cach-
ing.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
http://nexc.es/102xTgs
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Figure 6 - CE Static Caching With Higher Concurrencies

Performance with template caching remained close to the static driver up until concurrencies of around 200. 
Beyond this point, the static driver continued to outperform template-caching peaking at a concurrency of 300, 
which resulted in over 500 transactions per second with an average page response time of only .02 seconds. This 
equates to over 30,000 successful page hits within a 1-minute period.

Caching with Varnish

Even with all of the caching within a fully optimized ExpressionEngine extremely large bursts of web traffic can 
still cripple a site within seconds. Typically sites with the “bursty” traffic pattern such as news and media outlets 
(or fan sites with a scoop!) will benefit from additional capacity to keep up with demand. Beyond the default 
ExpressionEngine options and 3rd party add-ons an additional solution to this problem is to use Varnish as a 
caching reverse proxy in front of ExpressionEngine.

Varnish is a web application accelerator (also known as a caching HTTP reverse proxy). Varnish can be used to 
drastically speed up web applications with minimal performance degradation when configured correctly. Var-
nish stores the assembled web pages (or parts of web pages) in memory and relieves the application itself from 
having to perform any work when a cache hit is realized. Varnish can be used with ExpressionEngine to signifi-
cantly increase a site’s capacity. Out-of-the-box Varnish is not a simple drop-in solution for ExpressionEngine but 
with some customization it can configured to suit most ExpressionEngine installs.

Varnish can work alongside the tag and template caching built into ExpressionEngine (Memcache patch or 
otherwise) and also CE Cache.  In fact doing so is recommended as when Varnish registers a cache ‘miss’ it is still 
going to have to go to ExpressionEngine to retrieve the actual content. The faster ExpressionEngine can process 
and assemble the content the quicker the page will get served on a cache miss. Additionally like other Expres-
sionEngine caching mechanisms the lifetime variable set for Varnish does not have to be set very long to be 
effective. Typical lifetimes we set for busy sites are as low as 15 seconds up to the 5-minute range.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
http://nexc.es/102xTgs
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To demonstrate what Varnish is capable of when used in front of ExpressionEngine another test was run on the 
same EEP-400 server and ExpressionEngine installation but this time Varnish is installed and configured in front 
of EE. The same Siege test as on previous tests was run with a concurrency of 300 users and a varnish cache 
lifetime of 30 minutes.
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Figure 7 - Varnish Cache Performance

Note how quickly the cache builds in Figure 7. It only takes four minutes for the cache to be near 100% full which 
when reached results in an average of 550 transactions per second. Average page response times are at only 
.01 seconds.  To see what Varnish is fully capable of we ran additional tests at various concurrences with a fully 
warmed cache on a 1000Mbps (gigabit) uplink. 
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Figure 8 - Varnish Concurrency
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As seen in Figure 8, the maximum performance achieved with Varnish resulted in a transaction rate of over 1000 
transactions per second at a concurrency of 650 users. Note that at these transaction rates a gigabit connection 
to the server is required as the server is pushing out data at the rate of 220Mbps.

ExpressionEngine Clustering and Caching Considerations
Clustering ExpressionEngine across multiple web application servers can yield great results when a single server 
just can’t sustain a site’s traffic (even with full caching enabled). There are some careful considerations that must 
be taken into account when setting up ExpressionEngine in a clustered environment. When clustering Expres-
sionEngine file synchronization must be in place to make sure that the sites content is the same across all web 
application nodes. An easy way to achieve this is to use a shared storage mechanism, such as NFS, as a means 
to keep everything consistent. A typical application would have multiple web application servers mount a file 
server where the actual sites content lives. Architecting things in this way makes any changes made to files on 
the central file server immediately available to all nodes in real-time.

Using a NFS based cluster with ExpressionEngine works very well with one exception related to the built-in file 
based tag and template caching. ExpressionEngine performs file locking within PHP using the flock() function. 
File locking is important to prevent more than one process from modifying or deleting cached data while in use. 
Because of this the flock() calls within ExpressionEngine all hit the same NFS shared cache directory and end up 
blocking each other due to the slightly higher latency over NFS. As a result cluster performance with caching 
enabled can actually be slower when compared to a single server. Removing NFS for the cache directory and 
having a local cache directory on each web node solves the flock() issue, but introduces separate individual 
cache instances that would break the unified cache-flushing capability within the ExpressionEngine admin area.

Because of this issue using ExpressionEngine’s built in tag and template file caching over an NFS clustered envi-
ronment is not recommended. Using a solution like our Memcache patch over TCP sockets works well or using 
CE Cache with its Redis or Memcached memory-based backend is an option.

Database Configuration
InnoDB is a high performance storage engine that is included with MySQL in addition to its standard storage en-
gine, MyISAM. InnoDB offers several benefits to web applications and the most important for ExpressionEngine 
is how InnoDB handles data locking. When a write occurs using MyISAM the entire table receiving the data is 
locked.  This prevents any other queries from accessing this table for reads or writes. Table locks are very fast but 
can cause issues when there are many read bound queries stacking up behind a queue of write bound queries 
on a busy server.

InnoDB handles this issue by using multi-version concurrency control along with row-based locking which, 
under most circumstances, allows other reads to run while writes are taking place in the same table. At low traffic 
rates either engine will perform well but once the traffic begins to increase InnoDB will outperform MyISAM 
while running ExpressionEngine.

InnoDB is recommended for all ExpressionEngine database tables with exception to tables that use full-text 
searches. InnoDB is not compatible with full-text searches so those tables must remain MyISAM.

For benchmarking (and production) purposes we use the Percona Server in lieu of MySQL.  Percona is a drop-in 

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
http://nexc.es/102xTgs
http://www.percona.com/software/percona-server
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replacement for MySQL and designed to offer higher performance over MySQL. Percona specifically excels at 
InnoDB storage engine performance with its own InnoDB engine, XtraDB. Percona also offers built-in support 
for better handling of NUMA-based hardware. This is particularly important when using very large Expres-
sionEngine databases.  While the terms Percona and MySQL are used synonymously throughout this whitepaper 
Percona is preferred as the RDBMS for use with ExpressionEngine.

A complete write-up of all MySQL my.cnf variables is beyond the scope of this document although a recom-
mended my.cnf is included on our github repository with the variables used during this benchmarking. These 
variables will need to be adjusted depending on the size of your ExpressionEngine database, the amount of ram 
in your production server, the number of CPU cores available and other factors.

Conclusions and Additional Performance Recommendations
As demonstrated through the above configurations and benchmarking results, ExpressionEngine is capable of 
significant throughput when properly configured and cached. Using ExpressionEngine with only template cach-
ing resulted in 250 transactions per second. Utilizing fast memory storage in lieu of the file system reached 380 
transactions per second and using the CE Cache static driver achieved 500 transactions per second. Finally, using 
Varnish in front of ExpressionEngine allows for over 1000 transactions per second! Based on the results above 
the following should be considered best practices for ExpressionEngine:

1. Efficient coding is important. Focus on making sure you have the minimum number of queries possible 
on a page and that each query easily cachable.

2. Be mindful of plugins and extensions as they usually add additional queries and may not be coded in 
the most optimal way.

3. Take advantage of ExpressionEngine’s tag and template caching. Tag caching is ideal if there are just a 
few bad queries being generated that are slowing down an entire page. Template caching is good for 
caching most of a page. Adjust cache lifetimes accordingly.

4. Use a memory-based cache storage medium for ExpressionEngine’s built-in caching methods if you can.
5. If using CE Cache use a memory-based backend such as Redis or Memcached. Use the file system as a 

secondary CE Cache failover.
6. Take advantage of the CE Cache Static Driver when feasible. The Static Driver can also be quickly imple-

mented in the event of huge surges of traffic from external links to keep a site responsive.
7. Avoid ExpressionEngine backend operations that can cause a cache purge during peak traffic times. 

Attempt to make big changes at off-peak hours if possible.
8. Run a reverse proxy such as Varnish in front of ExpressionEngine. Varnish can significantly increase the 

performance of any ExpressionEngine site when properly configured. The Varnish lifetimes can be very 
low while still being effective, typically around 15 to 30 seconds.

9. If database queries are running slow even after implementing as much caching as is feasible and queries 
have been optimized as much as possible then dedicated a server for the database itself. Having the 
database on its own server will give it dedicated resources where it will not be competing with the web 
server, PHP or other services on the primary server.

10. In a multi web-application server environment over shared storage use a memory-backed caching 
method that is visible across all nodes. No file based tag or template caching should be used in this 
situation.

11. Use PHP-FPM over all other forms of PHP invocation.
12. Use Percona Server (with XtraDB) over MySQL.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
http://nexc.es/102xTgs
https://github.com/nexcess/ee-whitepaper-v1-configs
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We hope you found this whitepaper useful!  Please send comments and criticism to eecms-whitepaper@nexcess.
net.

Appendix A. System Configurations
All system configuration files and other scripts used to create this whitepaper are available on our github ac-
count:  

https://github.com/nexcess/ee-whitepaper-v1-configs

Appendix B: Benchmarking Configurations

Siege

The following command line option was used for all Siege tests:

/usr/local/bin/siege -c $CONCURRENCY -i -b -t60s -f urls.txt --log=$SIEGELOG -A 
“Siege”

‘urls.txt’ is the Magento sitemap parsed into a text file. ‘$CONCURRENCY’ is the concurrency passed to the test. 
‘$SIEGELOG’ is the path to log the output from Siege.

http://nexc.es/WMfpTR
http://nexc.es/102xTgs
mailto:eecms-whitepaper@nexcess.net
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